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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Conclusions
Having analyzed registers in football news in The Jakarta Post Edition November 2011,
the writer presents conclusions in this chapter.
The writer finds 28 registers in the football news and their meaning related to football
game. They are  loose ‘without mental pressure’, drew ‘the same score’, defense ‘defending from
the opponent’s attack’ to guard the goal’,  counter attack ‘response to an an opponent’s attack’,
battling ‘to make great effort to achieve ball’,  thrashes ‘to defeat an opponent very easily in a
football game’,  attempts‘an effort to do better than usual’,  notched ‘to achieve a high score’,
pass ‘to kick the ball to a teammate’, headed ‘hitting the ball with your head’, corner‘a free kick
from the corner of the opponent’s field’,  saves‘stop a goal being scored’,  substitute‘a player
replacing another player in a team’,  rout‘to defeat easily in a football game’,hosts ‘the country
responsible for holding and arranging a specific football game’,  match‘a football competition’,
goal ‘a kick that is scored’, strike‘a strong kick in football game’, pressure ‘mental and technical
threatening’,  points ‘score obtained from a football  game’,  sword ‘defeat  the opponent  with
absolute  win’, fouls ‘action  against  the  rules  of  the  game’,  charge‘physical  crash  between
players in football game’,  shot‘a strong kick for a goal’,  recovering ‘getting well after injury’,
scored‘to  win  goal  in  football  game’,  striker‘a  player  whose  main  role  to  score  goals’ and
penalty‘chances given to both teams to win the game’. 
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